Community reacts to Haiti

BY TAWANDA KANHEMA
Staff Reporter

Northeast Missouri residents have responded to calls for contributions to assist millions of victims of the earthquake in Haiti on Jan. 12, which struck the country’s capi-
tal, Port-au-Prince, destroying homes and killing thousands.

Despite an afterthought Wednesday, which had a magnitude of 4.1, striking 35 miles outside the city of Port-au-Prince, aid efforts continue to pour into Haiti and even people in Northeast Missouri are de-
ing their bit to make a difference.

By Tawanda Kanhema

The recent 7.0 magnitude earthquake in Haiti, which had a magnitude of 4.1, striking 35 miles outside the city of Port-au-Prince, destroyed homes and killed thousands. Millions of people are still in need of assistance, and Northeast Missouri residents have responded to calls for contributions to assist the victims. Despite an afterthought Wednesday, aid efforts continue to pour into Haiti and even people in Northeast Missouri are doing their bit to make a difference.

Blackboard changes leaves some teachers struggling to adapt

BY DAN BARNIER
Staff Reporter

The new version of the Blackboard platform has been an issue for her. As IT specialist for Information Technology Services, said the switch to Blackboard 9 created some problems with faculty trying to figure it out.

“There is a bit of a learn-
ing curve in terms of utilizing the new Blackboard,” Clark said. She added that faculty need to learn where things are and how they function in the new version.

Blackboard promotes the new platform as user-friendly and more control with group work. One of the features Clark likes about the new version of Blackboard is the wiki, which allows students to easily track notes when they function in the new version.
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Despite an afterthought Wednesday, which had a magnitude of 4.1, striking 35 miles outside the city of Port-au-Prince, aid efforts continue to pour into Haiti and even people in Northeast Missouri are doing their bit to make a difference.

Freshmen Zoee Matlock sat at a table in the Student Union Building Tuesday to raise money for Haiti with the organization Lift, Love in Future Tense.

“Get The Latest School News Without Getting Ink All Over Your Hands.”

When ITS implemented the new platform of Blackboard during Winter Break, it left teachers confused. ITS offers numerous video tutorials on the Blackboard page.
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